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No part of this e-book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by any
information storage and retrieval system, without written permission from the
author. 

The information provided in this e-book is for general informational purposes only.
While we try to keep the information up-to-date and correct, there are no
representations or warranties, express or implied, about the completeness,
accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to the information,
products, services, or related graphics contained in this E-book for any purpose.
Any use of this information is at your own risk. 

The methods described within this e-book are the author’s personal thoughts. They
are not intended to be a definitive set of instructions for this project. You may
discover there are other methods and materials to accomplish the same end result. 

This e-book contains information that is intended to help the readers be better-
informed consumers of SEO best practices. It is presented as general advice on
local SEO.  

The information contained within this e-book is strictly for educational purposes. If
you wish to apply ideas contained in this e-book, you are taking full responsibility
for your actions. 

The author has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information within
this book was correct at time of publication. The author does not assume and
hereby disclaims any liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption caused
by errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions result from accident,
negligence, or any other cause. 

Disclaimer
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Welcome
Hello there. Thank you so much for purchasing my Local SEO guide 2018
edition. I am Feuza Reis better known as Fuse, and I teach sustainable
DIY SEO. I break down SEO so it is easy to understand and to apply.  You
are a service-based entrepreneur looking to get new leads for your
creative services, but are unsure what the best local SEO practices are
and if your website is set up for success. 

I built my photography business using blogging and image SEO
practices, which yielded great results. Eight years later, I am now working
full time at a marketing agency for the SEO team, and I lead the content
department. SEO has changed a whole lot over the last 9 years, and I
now have other techie tools that I am so excited to share with you in this
e-book.  

xoxo  Fuse  

This is the e-book I wish I had when I
first started using SEO and had no
idea what I was doing. Don’t get me
wrong, SEO is not as easy as 1, 2, 3,
and unfortunately, there is no SEO
switch that you can turn on to open
the gates for amazing new leads. And
regrettably, local SEO entails a
plethora of ranking factors, but I have
narrowed it down to 4 main areas that
I think makes the foundation for a
good local SEO strategy. 

#1-  Geo-page optimization 
#2-  Backlinks and how to get them 
#3-  Google My Business & Reviews 
#4 - Citations 
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About the E-book
Once you can the understand these three areas, then you will not fear
living in a small town and wanting to rank for a big town or fear having to
relocate your business. It is the same fundamental principles that make
Google happy. In this e-book, I have sprinkled some action items and
hacks, so be on the lookout for the following icons. 

This indicates a bonus video to watch 

This indicates a Tip or a Hack 

This indicates an action step to take 

I will also be using 3 imaginary businesses as examples through the e-
book to help you understand and apply the local SEO best practices.  

 
Family Photographer in Woburn, MA ( Susie B Studios) 

 Wedding Planner in Dallas, Texas  (Sheila Davis Designs)  
 Event Decor Shop in Miami, FL (Vintage Decor)  

This indicates a bonus worksheet 



Make Google  
Happy

THE MORE BROWNIE POINTS YOU
CAN GET WITH GOOGLE THE

BETTER!    

FUSE
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Local SEO  
I often get asked to review websites for creative businesses and, to my astonishment,
most do not list a location on their websites. It is as if their website visitors have a
crystal ball or an area code reader and will automatically know where the business is
located. The second biggest mistake I see local businesses make is that they have never
planned an actual SEO strategy where they can target different keywords for different
pages. 

Instead, these businesses wing it. By wing it, I mean they just lump pages over pages,
blog posts over blog posts, with the same keyword optimization again and again.
Everyone thinks that you just rank the main domain name for your desired keyword:
local + what you do. So, for example, a Miami wedding photographer would use the
keyword “Miami Wedding Photographer” as the page title on all pages. They even do
this on blog posts. This creates duplicate content issues in some cases. It essentially
makes your website compete with itself.   

THE SOLUTION 
A geo-page is a location-specific, targeted landing page that is dedicated to one main
keyword idea and includes a geographically-targeted location. If you are a local
business, then typically your service pages should be geo-pages. So, for example, if you
have a floral shop in Austin, one of your pages needs to target “Austin Flower Shop” or
just “Floral Shop Austin.” If you do flowers for weddings than that page can target
Austin Wedding Florists. 

The target keyword will depend on what you find in your keyword research. The Geo-
page sometimes can be the primary domain URL, but it does not have to be. Since it
requires a lot of text, H2 headings, and great optimization, a specifically-dedicated page
for each service that the business offers is ideal.  

If you are a photographer and you serve three main cities, you should have a page for
each of these cities so you could target them accurately. You will need to add lots of
text on your Geo-page. This means having random, thin content pages and labeling the
Page Title a different city name won’t cut it in 2018. Like not at all!  

Geo-Pages 101
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So, you have two options here: you can choose your primary location and create one
great Geo-page and rank the other cities on your blog posts or you can create three
different pages targeting those three cities. More on this to come. 

Perhaps a light bulb just went off, and you realize you don’t have a geo-specific page.
Don’t run off to create one or update your pages just yet. First, let me help you create a
strategy and determine what needs to be changed on your website. 

THE STRATEGY 

The first part of this strategic plan is to find the keywords you should use for your geo-
page. Sometimes the keyword is not what you think it should be. Other times, the
target keyword does not even have to have the actual geolocation name in it! Shocked?
Well, if you think about it, a user in your town is not going to write out the full city
name. They may just write “Wedding Planner Near Me.” Google’s algorithms are fancy
enough to determine the website’s content as well as the business's geographic
location to rank them properly. There are many other factors that have to be aligned,
but don’t get so hung on plastering city names all over your website for SEO. 

GETTING STARTED WITH KEYWORDS 

You need to start a doc where you will save your keyword topics, it can
be an Excel file, mind mapping file or good old notebook, but you must
have a list! Ask yourself: 

What kind of work do I do? 
What products do I offer? 
What services do I offer? 
Where do I offer them? 
Do I have a commercial retail space? 
Do I sell online? 
What other things am I an expert in? 
What is my style? 
What are some topics that interest my target client? 
Do I sell to business to businesses (B2B) or business to consumers (B2C)?
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Write down your main service or Services: 

Keywords 101 

KEYWORD FORMULA WORKSHEET  

Break it down further. Photography: What types? Event Design: What types of
events? Floral Shop: What kinds of occasions? Salon: What are your top services-
Waxing, Hair Coloring orNails? 

8

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VhxM9WC-_1Z15pKs8zYJcad7mOCxbup32AEVbWm_arA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VhxM9WC-_1Z15pKs8zYJcad7mOCxbup32AEVbWm_arA/edit?usp=sharing
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Every page needs a unique keyword. If you want to play in the local SEO game and beat
your competitors, you absolutely must have a Geo-page. Your research is done, so now
it’s time to see if you already have a page that you can use your desired geo-specific
keyword for or if you have to create a new one.  

You may find that you need to split a few pages so the keyword is clearer to Google. So,
for example, Susie B Studios from Woburn is a family photographer, but she may also
offer maternity photography or newborn photography.  The correct SEO would be for
Susie to have a page for each service instead of cramming the 3 different kinds of
photography on one page.  

Ideally, she should have the following pages: 

susiestudios.com/photography/maternity 
susiestudios.com/photography/family 
susiestudios.com/photography/newborn 

Each of these pages can have their geo-specific target keyword and their own strategy. 

WEBSITE CHECKUP 

The second part of the strategy involves checking all the pages on your website. I
recommend using the free tool, Screaming Frog. First, download the free app and
install it. Then open the app, add your URL, and click start. Screaming Frog will do a
scan of what Google currently sees on your site. This includes all the images, pages,
broken links, and a whole lot more 

Screaming Frog

Finding Keywords

https://youtu.be/5JxVRIsUsgo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPBDwOPwgf4&feature=youtu.be
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Now that your scan is complete, I want you to go to the Page Titles tab and select
Export on the upper right. Make sure the filter is set to All. I usually like to upload this
doc to Google Drive, so I can see it better. Once you clean up things like archive pages,
tags, reply comments, and data that should not be indexed (i.e., you don’t want it
considered by Google as a real page), you will see your true permalinks. Grab the
bonus worksheet below. 

  

Website Cleanup

CONTENT MATRIX WORKSHEET  

You can also delete blog posts and focus only on actual pages. You may find that
Google is seeing a lot of pages that it should not. You should go through your Yoast
Settings and no index things like tags, products, archive pages etc.   

Take your real pages and paste them into the Bonus Content Matrix Worksheet. Go to
Column B and ask yourself: What is the target keyword for this page? 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VhxM9WC-_1Z15pKs8zYJcad7mOCxbup32AEVbWm_arA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VhxM9WC-_1Z15pKs8zYJcad7mOCxbup32AEVbWm_arA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VyizfGsq8aMuKhE9uwAt_OdkFJr8M1w3YSwmHvJhO3w/edit?usp=sharing
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                New Pages + Target Keywords = Local SEO that Google Loves 

Now that you have decided on the keyword and the city or area you want to rank
for, and which pages will use which keywords, it is time to create, or update, your
geo-page.  

STEP 1 
Identify the geo-page(s) or create new one(s) 

STEP 2 
Reorganize the layout and content of the page. You will add or change headlines
(H1), subheads (H2's), and Text.  

Many creatives have gorgeous websites full of stunning designs, pretty photos, and
cool videos. This may look creative and artistic, but in the eyes of Google, your
website is probably naked. After all, text is the foundation for SEO so if you have
just photos and videos on essential pages, those pages won't rank as well. You
do not see high-ranking websites with thin content. We will do a content exercise
that will show you exactly how many words on your money pages you will need to
be competitive with those ranking on page 1 of Google. 

Creating or Updating 
your Geo-Page 

GET ORGANIZED 
DO NOT START IN WORDPRESS JUST YET. USE GOOGLE
DOCS. 

11
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THE OUTLINE 

H1 and H2 headings will help you build the skeleton of the content for your page. 
When you type in WordPress, you have the option to choose how your text is read:
paragraph, headers, and more. These essentially make up the HTML code for the
written text. You can choose which you would like to use from the Paragraph drop-
down section in WordPress. Don't be afraid here. I will teach you how to come up
with your own H2's or subheadings 

As per Pernalytics, “The header tag, or the <h1> tag in HTML, will usually be the title
of a post, or other emphasized text on the page. It will usually be the largest text
that stands out. There are other header tags in HTML too, like an h2, h3, h4, etc.” 

The only Headers that count for SEO are H1 and H2. A page should have one H1
and a few H2s. 

Usually what you name the page becomes the H1 heading. So, for example, the H1
heading on Susie B's Family Photography page would be “Family Photography,” if
that is what she named that particular page. 

12
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Woburn Family Photography
Family Photography Pricing  
Preparing for Your Family Photo Session 

You want the text to sound natural, so the best way to make Google and your user
happy is to use what we in the SEO world call LSI or Latent Semantic Indexing. This
is basically keywords related to your topic that Google associates with the main
keyword. This is a great way to find the strongest H2 headings for your geo-pages. 

There are two ways to find these LSI keywords. First, you can use this awesome free
tool on the website LSIgraph.com. Just type in your desired keyword and check
what makes sense for you to use to organize the text on your page. It does have a
three word limit per day, so don’t get keyword crazy. 

As per LSIGraph:   

TRY KEYWORDS WITH YOUR CITY NAME AND WITHOUT

H2 headings help you separate your text on the page by adding subsections.
Some examples for a family photography page, would be: 

Why Do We Need LSI Keywords? 
 
• Help Google to understand your content better. 
• Differentiate your quality pages from those of black hat practitioners’. 
• Help Google to better match your site with users = better search ranking. 
• Improve traffic quality by attracting only highly relevant visitors. 
• Overcome writer’s block by avoiding repetitive keywords. 

13

https://nicholette.mykajabi.com/products/clever-with-canva-resource-library/categories/31287/posts/135764
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HOW TO USE LSI GRAPH WEBSITE 

Step 1. Visit the website 
Step 2. Add your main keyword, which is what you want your H1 to be 
Step 3. Scroll through the box to brainstorm your H2 ideas 
Step 4. Decide on two or three H2s for your Geo-page 

For H2 headings, you can repeat your desired keyword but don't repeat it more
than 50% of the time. So if you have four H2 subheadings on a page then use the
root keyword only twice. I personally use it only once in H2.  So, if the H1 is “Miami
Event Rentals,” then one of my H2s can be that if my theme does not make it look
funky or out of place. I can even use it as an H2 at the end, before my contact info.  

The second way to find some great H2 headings is to google the keyword, then
scroll all the way down and check the suggestions at the end of the search results. 

3 BUSINESS EXAMPLES 

So, let’s check out some ideas for the target keyword “Miami Vintage Rentals.” 

On the LSIgraph website, I check the core keyword without the city name first (don’t
forget to scroll down inside the box results). I also compare the geo-targeted
keywords. 

14
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Search Term: MIAMI VINTAGE EVENT RENTALS 

So some possible ideas for my outline: 

H1 - Miami Vintage Event Rentals  
H2 - Vintage Furniture Rentals 
H2 - Corporate Event Rentals 
H2 - Wedding Rentals Miami-Dade or  Rent Vintage Rentals For Your
Wedding Day 

15
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Search Term: WOBURN FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHER. This one was a little tricky as
other cities came up so I also checked for Boston Family Photographer then
general Family Photographer. 

So some possible ideas for my outline: 

H1 - Woburn Family Photographer 
H2 - Family Portrait Ideas & Tips 
H2 - Corporate Event Rentals 
H2-  Family Photography Pricing  

16
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Search Term: DALLAS WEDDING PLANNER 

So some possible ideas for my outline: 

H1 - Dallas Wedding Planner 
H2 - Day of Wedding Coordinator 
H2 - Wedding Planning FAQ 
H2 - Wedding Planning Costs 

17
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Word count matters a whole lot. If you want to rank on page one for a competitive
keyword, you will need to check the word count of the competitors on page one. A
popular mistake is to just go on Google, look up “Miami Event Rentals,” and think
that those are your true competitors.  

Content - Text, Baby

Now click on the fabulous SEO Content
Template. Decide on the first important page
you want to do research for.

You can choose the region you
live in. If it's a small city, it may
not generate the search volume
needed to check, but try it
anyways.

You could see someone that seems to be really killing it in your market and you just
assume they must be ranking on Google. Sometimes this is not the case. Therefore,
I recommend that you use Incognito Mode in Google Chrome. Incognito will give
you a better, unbiased view and it is a good start.  

To take it up a notch and really improve your content, I recommend SEMrush’s
SEO content template. They will scan the interwebs for you and show you how
your competitors are using headings and content. Register for free and choose
the option content marketing. Choose the keyword wisely as they only allow 1
search a month for the content template with the free account.  I recommend
you doing their trial for 14 days so you can take advantage of the full template. 

18

https://www.semrush.com/seo-content-template/
https://www.semrush.com/seo-content-template/
https://www.semrush.com/seo-content-template/
https://www.semrush.com/seo-content-template/
https://www.semrush.com/seo-content-template/
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HOW TO USE THE SEMRUSH SEO CONTENT TEMPLATE 

Step 1. Register for a free account 
Step 2. Choose content marketing 
Step 3. Add your target keyword in the template 
Step 4. Add in your city, state, and country 
Step 5. Click Create SEO template 

Let’s use "Sheila Davis Design: Wedding Planner from Dallas, Tx” as an example. 

SEMrush will now analyze the top 10 rival pages that are ranking  and give you
feedback. Key Recommendations are super helpful, so pay close attention. 

Semantically related words: These are great for alternative keywords. They can also
be used for H2 Headings. For Sheila, they recommend: “Dallas Wedding,” “Wedding
Planners,” “Wedding Planning,” "Planning Process." Without the word :Dallas," we
also get:  “Stress-Free,” and “Take Care of the Details.” 

Backlinks: This is my least favorite part of the Content Template because
sometimes the websites listed are unrelated. But if you see any usable ones, write
them down and save them for the Backlink section of this Guide. 

19
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Readability: I don’t pay much attention to this section to be honest. 

Optimizing the Page: The last thing the SEO Content Template does is recommend
your SEO settings. If you are using WordPress with the Yoast SEO plugin, these are
your Yoast Settings for Site Title and Page Description. 

Text Length. PAY CLOSE ATTENTION. This will be your word count goal. So, for
Sheila’s Geo-page targeting “Dallas Wedding Planner,” she will need at least 410
words. 

The next section will show the content our competitors are using. Sometimes they
are really spammy looking, so take this with a grain of salt but pay attention to
patterns. I like to see what is being used for H2 Headings. For example, for one of
the results it had the following two subheadings: 

What You Can Expect From BIZ NAME Wedding Consultant. 
Why You Should Choose BIZ NAME Wedding Consultant. 

Another example had a cool FAQ as the H2 Heading: 

What's the difference between a wedding planner and a wedding coordinator? 

And my favorite H2 heading of them all: 

Why hire a planner for your Dallas wedding or event. 

You need to comb through the content and read as many as you can for ideas. You
should ignore big websites like Wedding Wire, Thumbtack, and listing websites.
Only check actual businesses that are ranking. 

I know writing a lot of text on the page can be hard, so think of FAQ-type questions.
Check words related to the main keyword and aim to reach the length SEMrush
kindly provides. If you are feeling really stuck, hire a copywriter to help you. 

20
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SEO! Text Matters
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So, Sheila Davis Designs: 

Page Title: Dallas Wedding Planner | Texas Wedding Coordination 

Page Description: Sheila Davis is a Dallas wedding planner offering wedding
coordinator and event planning services in Dallas, Fort Worth and “X city.” Over 15
years of experience. Contact Sheila Today. 

H1: Dallas Wedding Planner 
H2: Why Hire a Wedding Planner for your Dallas Wedding or Event 

Other SEO recommendations for Sheila Davis Page:  

#1. Add an internal link to another page of hers, like About or Featured Wedding
Galleries. 

#2. Add an external link to a trusted brand, venue, or someone she recommends
(make sure to set the link to open in a new tab). In WordPress, when you hyperlink
to an external link, you can click the gear icon and there is a section to enable
opening in a new tab.  

#3. Use images to break up the text and make the page pretty. 

Page Recommendations 

22
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Notify Google:  your last step is to notify Google that you have new content. For
this, I do two things. First, I ping my website which is super easy to do. Just visit
SmallSEOtools.com, go down to Ping, add your URL, and just hit Ping Now. Leave
this page open and doing its thang. Secondly, I reindex my website using Google
Search Console. Watch bonus video only after you have updated or created your
new geo-page 

#4. Use Image SEO. One photo should have the main keyword, so “Dallas Wedding
Planner.” This is done by filling out the alt text for the image. If you are new to
Image SEO, sign up for my free email course. The other photos can have other
keywords such as “‘Wedding Venue’ name + the word ‘Photos’” and related
keywords like we found in the SEO Content Template examples. 

#5. Start linking blog posts to this new page whenever possible to add internal
links. 

#6. Get new backlinks to this page instead of your homepage. 

23

Re-Indexing

Now your turn:   
Now it is time for you to create or update your
new page. Use bonus worksheet checklist on
the next page to guide you.

https://youtu.be/5hk9hzMWM8k
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Geo-page Checklist

24

Geo-Page Checklist
Decide if you need to create or update a geo-page 

Do keyword research for your page

Find LSI words for your page

Research the Content Template for your page

In a Google Doc decide what your H1 and 2 or 3 H2's will be

Write out the text for your page ( remember word count)

Start designing your page on your  website

Add visuals to makae the page interesting 

Add internal links ( more on this in backlink section) 

Use Image SEO

Optimize the page's SEO: Page Title and Meta Description

Reindex your website



 
SO, YOU HAVE NOW LEARNED THE FIRST
BIG COMPONENT OF RANKING LOCALLY:

HAVING AN ORGANIZED, TARGETED
WEBSITE WITH GEO-PAGES. NOW, IT IS
TIME TO LEARN THE SECOND BIGGEST

COMPONENT: GOOGLE MY BUSINESS &
ONLINE REVIEWS.   
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Google  My 
Bus i n e s s

& REVIEWS  
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Many of you already have signed up to Google My Business and may feel that you
need to skip this section. Think again. After reviewing some creative entrepreneur’s
pages and seeing some common mistakes and how much Google My Business
affects local SEO, I beg you to read this section. 

If you want to get found on Google for your local market, you can not ignore Google
My Business. PERIOD!  Why?  

Google My Business

This is Google’s first checkpoint to check your business and give you some local
ranking love.It will give you visibility in Google Search Results and Google Maps  
 
It will give you visibility in Google Search Results and Google Maps  
 
86% of people look up the location of a business on Google Maps ( so be listed)  
 
88% of consumers trust online reviews as much as they trust personal
recommendations.  So not only it is good for Google to find you, but  it is also
good for your potential customer to discover you. 

And oh yeah. Google owns it! 

Many small businesses know about it but resist to fully engage in what Google My
business or GMB as I would like to call it has to offer. So let's go through the setup,
the critical parts and oh yes those reviews. 
  

27

http://searchengineland.com/6-local-seo-stats-every-online-marketer-needs-know-226562
http://searchengineland.com/6-local-seo-stats-every-online-marketer-needs-know-226562
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Getting Started
If you are a local business, then you might have signed up for Google
My Business. If you have not, that would be your first step.  Even if
you work from home and don’t want to show your address, there are
options. You can sign up for a brand account and state that you
service your clients at their location. Brand accounts are great for
bloggers, influencers and e-commerce websites that don’t require
local per say. 

Step 1. Visit business.google.com  

Step 2. Sign in with your business
Gmail account 



Your business name should match how it is written on your website and online  

Step 3. Start following the prompts and answering the business information 

For the address, you will have a few options 

29 
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If you have a store, you will just put your address. If you don’t have a commercial space,
then you will choose: I deliver goods and services to my customers. Next, they will ask
you a question about where you provide goods and services. 

Then this appears for you to choose to hide your address ( very important if you work
from home). 
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Instead, make sure you choose the correct category for your business listing. If you
are in doubt, you can look up your local competitors and see which category their
listings are using. Make sure you select competitors that have a good number of
reviews.  

The next section asks you if you
wish to choose a mile radius or
actual towns. I recommend
adding cities especially if you live
in a small town and want to get
more customers from the bigger
town. 

Category 

I had not realized how important
choosing the right category until
I actually saw someone
purposely changing their
competitors category to make
the competitor look bad with
Google.  Don’t be that person.
Focus on you boo! Like seriously
cause that Karma stuff, is real. 

                Go to Google Chrome then choose the Incognito Mode from the right
upper side and Google your desired keywords. Check the businesses that show up
in the local pack and see their categories. 
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Now finish filling out the rest of your information and then request the postcard by
mail. You will be mailed a postcard with a code to verify your listing. Even though
your address is not appearing in the listing, Google still wants the address for their
records.  

It should take about 5 business days to arrive so be on the lookout. If the card has not
arrived within 7 business days, then ask for it again.  You will need this code to verify
your business listing. Once you verify your listing, then it becomes public.  

*Meanwhile while waiting for the postcard, GMB allows you to customize your listing.  

This takes you to your business dashboard where you can view some options. 
It will ask you to add a profile photo, cover photo and you can even add a video story!  
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After you have joined Google My Business, you will want to make sure you fill out your
profile correctly. What you will add as your NAP ( Name, Address, and Phone number)
will be what Google determines to rank your listing as well as your business.  

NAP is critical and everywhere your business is listed online, your Name, Address and
Phone number must be consistent.  So if you have had your Google My Business listing
for a while, it is time to do a checkup.  

              Your address should be stated on your website just like it is on your Google My
Business. Don’t use abbreviations or change the address format to shorten it.  

For example let’s say your address is 5500 Main Street, Suite 05. You have it written out
on your website, but for you shorten it for your listing, 5500 Main St. Ste #05.  This
needs to match precisely across all of your listings, so step #2 after signing up is to
make sure your address is aligned correctly. If you need to change it on your website,
go ahead. 

NAP

Photos 

If you do not add your photos, Google will automatically add photos from Yelp and
random places. You will have no control on what is showing up for your listing as they
also use visitor photos so don’t let Google or a random visitor dictated how your listing
should look. Add pictures of your beautiful work, studio space and happy customers,
etc. 

Business Hours 
Fill out your business hours even if you have a very unpredictable schedule. You can
choose three days a week and just set a business hour type schedule for your listing. 
Next go to Info on the left side and fill out as much information as you can. 
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Google My Business Reviews  

According to Bright Local, 97% of consumers read online reviews for local
businesses in 2017, with 12% looking for a local business online every day 

85% of consumers trust online reviews as much as personal recommendations 
Positive reviews make 73% of consumers trust a local business more 

34

https://www.brightlocal.com/learn/local-consumer-review-survey/
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Once you add the pin code from the postcard and verify your listing, you are now
ready to receive reviews. Your next homework is to solicit reviews from past clients.

Your goal is to have at least five reviews or more for your business. If have a studio
or shop, you should be getting at least 1-3 reviews a week. I recommend using a
tool like Testimonial Engine, Customer Lobby or Birdeye.  

These paid tools help automate the process of requesting the reviews from your
clients. This will have a tremendous impact on your Local SEO rankings, so I highly
recommend this to anyone with a portrait studio or an actual shop, etc. 

          Always work on reviews. One huge mistake businesses make is that they set
up their Google My Business and forget it. It is not a set it and forget it thing. You
should always be working on acquiring reviews. You can sign up for a paid service
to help automate the review process. More on this to come. 
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 Jot down below how many Google My Business reviews do you have right now?
How many get you get in the next 4 weeks? 

            In Incognito mode, google your desired keyword and check how many
reviews your top competitors have. Then aim at getting more than they have. 

https://www.brightlocal.com/learn/local-consumer-review-survey/
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Google Reviews
Now that your listing is correct, updated, it is time to work on
reviews. In the past, I have created instruction PDF for my
clients so they could review me on Google. I basically said: 

Thank you so much for your business, I would love it if you
could review us on Google. To do so, please search for my
business name: Feuza Reis Studios, then you will see my
listing on the right side. Scroll til you see where it states to
write a review. 

Or I would tell them to go to maps.google.com and do the
same thing 
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There are some cool free tools to generate your business review link. 

#1 Kaomi Marketing- https://kaomimarketing.com/google-my-business-review-link-
generator/ 

          If they do not have a Gmail and can’t leave a review, then ask them to leave you a
Facebook review and or a Yelp review. 

 

#2. White Spark- This is good to print for your clients that come to your shop/studio etc.
 https://whitespark.ca/review-handout-generator/

https://kaomimarketing.com/google-my-business-review-link-generator/
https://whitespark.ca/review-handout-generator/
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Google Posts
I was never a fan of Google Plus but now that
Google introduced Google Posts, I am really
digging it. As per Moz-  Google Posts are “mini-
ads” that show up in Google search in your
Google My Business listing (in the Knowledge
Panel and on Google Maps.) 

 Google post works as an update would work
on Facebook or even Tweet. The difference is
that it expires. It also has a limit on the number
of words it can use, which is 380. These posts
have some Google Juice so start posting once a
week. Sadly there is no automation tool to
schedule out Google Posts in advanced. They
have to be done manually. 

          Try out Google Posts and add it to your workflow. 
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Businesses are leaving money on the table by not having QA questions answered in
their listing.  Now with your business listing, Google has an area where
potential visitors can ask general questions about your business. 

So right now, you may have questions there that you did not know need answering
or you have no questions asked. 

For the first scenario, get some questions up there asap. Have friends or family
Google your business name, find your listing on the right side and ask some
questions.
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To reply to any questions asked, just be signed in to the email you use for your
Google My Business account and right in Google results answer it. Don't let
strangers answer for you as they may not be nice or answer it correctly.

Q&A Section

Check out this article to learn more here.

https://searchengineland.com/google-my-business-qa-what-you-may-be-missing-299177
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Request some clients and friends to ask a question and you answer it 
Make sure you are not missing a huge opportunity! Answer the Questions in the
QA section under your business listing. Just log in with your business email and
reply.
Have an ambassador for your business that can become a Google Local Guide
by leaving reviews for other businesses.   
You can also become a Google Local Guide and be a trusted resource for
Google Reviews ( I have done this for my 2 Gmail email accounts) 
They also have a new message chat feature which I have never used but may be
interesting to increase engagement.  

          Google My Business Hacks 
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Messaging 
You can turn on messaging by verifying your phone number. Once you
receive the code via text message, it will then ask you to add a welcome
message. You can also answer some FAQ's.

I think this is really cool because people love fast responses and when they can
interact with a human and not just a company. Chatbots on Facebook are hot
right now for ads, lead generation, and client communications. I believe we will see
it more and more message chats in other spaces. 



Google My Business  Check List Geo-page ChecklistGoogle My Business 
Check list

Check your Address, Phone Number, and Name. 

Wait for the postcard to arrive then verify your listing

Choose the correct category

Make any necessary changes and submit to Google My Business. 

Once verified start utilizing Google Posts Weekly

Get at least 5 reviews ASAP

Create a plan to get more views in the following 2 months

Enable messaging

Take Advantage of the new Q&A section and answer questions
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Perhaps when you think of Yelp, you think more about restaurants and other
services, but Yelp has tremendous local SEO power for any business. Sadly though
their review system is horrendous. They discourage you from asking your clients
for reviews, they yank out real reviews and they even allow bad language on their
reviews. Here is what they said to me when I tried flagging a review for one of my
client’s: 

 "We realize that different people have different tolerances for strong language, but
our bar is pretty high so that we can allow reviewers to tell their story in their own
words even when things get colorful. " 

In my humble opinion, they are money hungry vampires who want you to pay $300
a month for advertising or whatever the going rate is right now. The only
recommendation I have is if you have some bad reviews online with them then you
can consider paying for the call to action button to see if they can pull the good
reviews up. 

         Yelp- The Evil Witch 
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Have friends market the positive reviews Yelp is displaying as useful 
Ask for more reviews by other clients 
Always respond to reviews 
Flag negative reviews 

Remember that Review buddy I recommended you to have? Well, Yelp hosts events
and giveaways for people who are super reviewers on their platform. Have that
friend create a "best of" list and include your business. 

       Hack 

https://www.google.com/alerts
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Tripadvisor
If you offer a service let’s say around a touristy town, you may be eligible for a listing on
Tripadvisor. So essentially if your service can be considered hospitality, you can get a
listing.  
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Rand Fishkin, ex-CEO of Moz and a great SEO expert brought up the fact that Trip
Advisor was an early adopter of reviews and also he mentioned how Google applauds
User Generated Content. He states: 

"User-Generated Reviews: When users contribute content to the web, they have a
natural desire to share it and see their work gain prominence. Thus, an inherent
psychological incentive exists for users to link to their reviews on TripAdvisor, thus
building up more ranking power for those pages and the domain as a whole." 

 I strongly recommend you to claim your TripAdvisor listing because first of all the actual
reviews on Trip Advisor have major Google Juice. The reviews show up in Google results.
So what your client writes is important. I recommend asking them to add an keyword in
the title of the review.  
  
Trip Advisor can be great for photographers located in cities like Orlando, Miami, NY, LA,
etc. This can fall under the attractions category.
https://www.tripadvisor.com/GetListedAttraction  
  

          Hack  
Take advantage of user-generated content on social media platforms. Repost client
mentions of your work and business. Google loves that! 
  

https://www.tripadvisor.com/GetListedAttraction
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The second why I recommend Tripadvisor is because of how big the community is. 
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That is a whole lot of people and they have a whole lot of pages that Google
ranks them with a high Domain Authority. 
 
A lot of people listed on Tripadvisor have their own website, and the chances of
those people linking back to Trip Advisor are high. Overall Tripadvisor has a high
domain authority and can be compared to Yelp, Wikipedia, and even Amazon. 
 
There is a small chance your business is already listed. This happens when active
reviewers on Tripadvisor add you or review you. If you find the listing, claim it
asap.  

I had a hard time verifying a listing for one of our agency’s clients. They came up
with weird excuses, and they kept reading from a textbook when they denied the
listing. We had to call various times and had many support tickets back and forth,
but in the end, we were victorious. If they are giving you a hard time, just be
persistent and call.  

             Hack 

Learn How to Optimize your Trip Advisor Listing here.

https://www.tripadvisor.com/TripAdvisorInsights/w735
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Onl i n e  Rev i ews
TIPS & BEST PRACTICES
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Online Reviews
Online reviews can be a love-hate thing. I have experienced the worst
end of it dealing with a client claiming I photographed their wedding
and sucked. It was gut-wrenching and pushed me into a major
depression and break down. It was painful that someone wanted to
attack me personally, but my dear creatives, welcome to 2018. 

This crazy internet world has opened the doors for many
opportunities such as me providing you with this e-book, but also to
many haters hiding behind their computers. You will not please
everyone. People get pissed off, period. Sadly there are also
competitors that may be negatively reviewing and causing fake
reviews.  

   So haters, depression, and fake reviews. So where is the love Fuse? 
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The love is that this can really impact your Google search rankings and can help potential
new customers find out about your business. Secondly, other visitors don’t mind a bad
review here or there because after all, most of us can identify the angry, crazy haters.  

Ideally, you will want to have at least a 4.1 review, and some people don’t trust perfect.  A
perfect score, I feel can turn people a tad off. As a user, I actually just look at what people
wrote more than the overall rating. 
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You do need to monitor your online reputation. The first step is to set up a Google
Alert for your name and your business name.  

          Google Alerts 
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Choose best results only under more options as well as receive emails once a
week. Once you start receiving the results, flag the ones that are irrelevant by
clicking on flag as irrelevant. This is your first step to ORM ( Online Reputation
Management. 
. 

https://www.google.com/alerts
https://www.google.com/alerts?
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 Reviews Best Practices
Always reply to your online reviews. The good, the bad and the ugly. If
you receive a bad review, don't panic. First, analyze if it is a legit
review. It is also recommended that you reply to reviews but there are
exceptions. Be polite, professional and don’t reveal details about the
client’s transaction or any personal info. 

Even if the person is saying obnoxious things, it is best to be as
professional as possible.  A potential client cares that you have
addressed the issue.  

Few things to try: 
#1. Consider reaching out to the person and resolving the situation.
Offer them a gift or a bonus or address the complaint in some way. 
#2. Reply to the review in a professional manner. Thank them for the
feedback and aim to be neutral and firm. 
#3. Flag the review if it's off-topic, spam,  violent or fake.

  Flagging Google Reviews 
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It is recommended that you flag off-topic reviews or reviews that you feel are fake
reviews. 
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To flag a review, visit the review and hit the flag icon next to it. Google gives you the
following reasons to flag the review: 
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They don't always reply to you. Once they receive a complaint, then they will have
their team check if it violates one of their policies. They are about to roll out a new
comments section where we can submit more information. Can't wait for that.  

If you are running Google Ads, you can actually call Google and ask to speak to
someone about flagging an inappropriate review. If you have received a fake review
or a review from a competitor, make sure you have a few other people flag the
review as well.  

Search Engine Journal has also reported that " Google My Business appears to have
stopped counting anonymous reviews toward a business’s overall rating." 

This will help decrease the crazies and folks that go on rampages. I will keep you
updated on any changes via my newsletter. 

https://www.google.com/alerts
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/google-business-reportedly-removes-anonymous-reviews/255065/
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Ci tat i on s
NAP DISCREPENCIES   
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Make Google  
Happy

"PEOPLE OFTEN REFER TO
OCCURRENCES OF NAP DATA

AROUND THE WEB AS CITATIONS. A
CITATION IS WHEN YOUR NAP DATA

SHOWS UP ON DIRECTORY SITES
LIKE YELP OR ANGIE'S LIST,

NEWSPAPER ARTICLES,  BLOGS
POSTS,  ETC."  

RLM SEO 
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Citations
Moz's Local Search Ranking Factors report is an industry standard survey that describes
the importance of ranking factors for local SEO. 
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Out of the top 6 “Foundational Ranking Factors,” 3 are related to citation quantity, quality,
and consistency. In other words, is the business name, address, phone number, and
website consistent and accurate across all references to your NAP data online? 

So if citations consist of half the ranking factors, that means we should really pay
attention and add this to our action items. 

There are few paid tools you can use to do that. Some examples are Yext, Whitespark or
Moz Local. I recommend you first use the free Moz tool and do a Business Listing Audit. 

First, visit Moz Local. https://moz.com/local/search

I do find the results are not 100% accurate and it can be wonky at times, but still has
great insights. I used Kandi Anderson Photography as an example.

https://moz.com/local-search-ranking-factors
https://moz.com/local/search
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This is actually a pretty good score as many small businesses have a rating in the
teens. 

It is essential to complete any profiles that have partially listed. Sometimes these
listing directories will auto-generate your business info and or occasionally clients
may review you and as a result create a listing. This happens to some businesses
on Yelp and Tripadvisor. People review them, but they never claimed their listing. 

After you have followed their prompts, the next step would be to go where it says
"update the listing". Next, you either log in and update it or sign up and update it.
You might have to claim a listing if it had not been declared before. 

      I noticed that the category on her Yellow Pages says Portrait Photographer and
her Google My Business has just photographer. She will need to compare
categories and update some of the listings, so the categories match.  

After further review, Google has Portrait Studio which is the ideal fit for her
business. Now she will have to go to other online listings and see if they have
portrait studio as an option. I also prefer the Google My Business category
options.  

https://www.searchenginejournal.com/google-business-reportedly-removes-anonymous-reviews/255065/
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I am not a fan of adding too many categories in some of these listings as they
recommend so if all my info is there, so are the photos and I have claimed it I move on to
the next one. 

Feel free to check the other tabs especially duplicates. If you have a duplicate Google My
Business account, for example, you need to merge them. Check out this great post by
Search Engine Land on how you can get some real Google Support. 
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Yext does something similar where they analyze your listings, and you can pay so they do
it for you but I am not a fan anymore.  If you can afford a paid service, then I would use
Whitespark.  

They have an excellent service called Citation Finder. It can find your listing, also check
where your business indeed should be listed at in comparison to your competitors, and
you can search by targeted key phrases. This is a good DIY option. 

Alternatively, you can use them to find citation opportunities and add your listing. 

https://whitespark.ca/citation-building-submission-service/

When it comes to citations, you don't need to go crazy and get like 50 listings. Start with
some top 5-10 listings or just top 5. Then check of any niche type listings you can do.

Action: Check out which listings Moz recommends by industry here. 

https://whitespark.ca/citation-building-submission-service/
https://moz.com/local/search
https://moz.com/learn/seo/citations-by-category
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I had a hard time deciding what to include in the last part of this guide. Blogging
has been such an important foundation for my business, but this time, backlinks
won. Backlinks are still a vital factor in obtaining excellent organic search results, so
let's talk about backlinks, baby. 

Backlinks

What are Backlinks? 

According to Webduckdesigns: “Backlinks or Inbound Links (IBL'S) are links that are
directed towards your website and are the building blocks to good Search Engine
Optimization. The number of backlinks a website has is a good indicator of its
popularity or importance with search engines."  

Backlinks work like votes. The more votes you get pointing to your blog, the better.
When another website decides to link to you, it is like stating that your blog, site or
that page is relevant, trustworthy and link-juice worthy. As per Moz: "Backlinks are
especially valuable for SEO because they represent a 'vote of confidence' from one
site to another." 
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https://www.webduckdesigns.com/pages/website-resources/backlink-importance.php


The "money pages," pages that are super important, like your main page and geo-
pages with your most desired keywords, should be where you strive to get links
pointed to.  

                The next time you do a guest post, link it to your "money pages"  instead of
always linking it to your main domain. When you leave a comment on someone
else's blog post, add an important page URL and not your main domain. If you are
sending out a press release, also include a link to a relevant page or post instead. 

You will want to be building links to your geo-pages consistently. This needs to be
part of your weekly workflow for your business. One week can be dedicated to
researching opportunities; another week can be pursuing these opportunities (
guest posts, press releases attending an in-person event. Another week can be
spent sponsoring a local event and getting a backlink from there.  

Your site   Backlinks   Higher Ranking + Traffic   +   =  

+  =  
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Brand awareness. If said blog or website has a huge following, then being
mentioned there will allow for your brand to be shown to a whole new audience. 

Social proof.  If the New York Times decided to feature me or just quote me and
they gave me a no-follow link, do you think I would pass that up? Heck no! I would
be doing my Brazilian dance of joy.  Their link and mention would allow me to take
my social proof (validation by other trusted websites) to a whole new level. If you
arrive on someone's website, and it shows they have been featured on other
respected websites or have spoken at conferences, then you will trust the brand. 

Links may lead to more links. A website may start out not giving you that do-follow
link, but if you continue to work together and grow the relationship, then in the
future you can make the do-follow link request. This relationship can also open up
to new opportunities on other websites. 

They can help build an audience. The people that click on the link and visit your
post and website may decide to come back. 

In my opinion, they are... but tread lightly. Here are some reasons to pursue getting
no-follow links. 

No-Follow Links
Not all links are created equal, and sadly some folks who do decide to link back to
you may create what’s called a no-follow link. This means that although they are
linking to your website, and a visitor can click on it and be directed to your site, it
does not allow for Google Juice power to go through. Think of links as passing on
trust and authority or “Google Juice.” By linking with a regular link, you’re saying you
trust that site. With a no-follow link, you’re saying you don’t trust that site.   

Some websites that feature a lot of people do this to protect themselves from linking
spammy websites.  They may not be able to check out the spam score of sites
thoroughly, so they only create no-follow links.  Many bloggers set up no-follow links
in comments section for this exact reason. Anyone can make a comment on your
website, and you want to control who you are passing your Google power to go
through links. 

Are no-follow links to your website worth getting?
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The best types of backlinks are organic do-follow backlinks. This is where you get the
full power of Google Juice from the link to your website. Think of it as a virtual wave
going back to you, giving you some major brownie points with Google. 

FollowLinks

But not all follow links are alike. As Brian Dean from Backlinko says: 

“In other words, if you want to rank in Google, you need to focus on building quality
backlinks.” 

Put another way: "A single quality backlink can be more powerful than 10,000 low-
quality backlinks." 

Link power actually changes from page to page, so before asking for or accepting that
unique link back to your site, check the source. 

For this, I like to check the website’s DA (domain authority) and PA (page authority).
These are metrics used by Google to grade a website domain and the pages on that
domain.  

Link Power 

https://backlinko.com/backlinks-guide
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This is a scale from 0-100. When checking websites to pitch to or be listed on, you
should aim for at least a 20 DA. A great DA would be 70 or above — these are bad-
asses in the eyes of Google, and those are the sites of dream backlinks. I do
sometimes get links from a site that’s just starting out if I know who they are and
plan to establish a relationship with them (especially for local SEO). Google uses
page authority, too, and sometimes the PA may be higher than the DA for a URL,
but typically it is not, and especially not for the other pages on your website. 

I like to check this information on Moz's Open Site Explorer or on
www.smallseotools.com.  

Back in the day, people purchased links which is no bueno. There is nothing wrong
with sponsored content, as long as it's not spammy or using any “black hat”
techniques. There are many websites where you can place a paid ad on the sidebar,
 sponsor a blog post or even become an affiliate. Most sponsored content will
not have follow links but can still bring benefits.  You must do your due diligence
and not fall into purchase link scams. 

Also, if you host sponsored content on your website, you need to follow Google
Guidelines. 

               I also like to check my competitor’s DA to see how I compare and what
needs to be improved. 

Paid Links Partnerships and Affiliates 

Anchor Text Explained 

Anchor text is the text you decide to highlight when you’re linking out to someone or
to yourself.  This text has some SEO power, so it is beneficial to highlight keywords
and not generic words like “here”, “visit”, “reach”, “website.” etc.  

There are several types of anchor text that people use, but I am including just the
following 5 in this guide. 
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https://www.highervisibility.com/blog/seo-guidelines-sponsored-content-vs-ecommerce-partnerships-vs-partner-links/


Branded 
Naked 
Generic  
SEO-Friendly 
Image 

Branded Anchor Text

Branded anchor text is when the hyperlink highlights your business name or even
the domain name. So, these would include Feuza Reis Studios, feuzareis.com, etc. 

Naked Anchor Text

Naked anchor text is when you see just the actual link: http://getfoundwithfuse.com 

Generic Anchor Text

Generic anchor texts are the ones that you would probably see most often,
represented by underlined text like : visit here, click here, this website. This is the
type of anchor text you should aim to avoid wholeheartedly. So instead of saying, “To
see the photographer I used, click here,” say “See the photographer I used.” 

SEO-Friendly Anchor Text 

SEO-friendly anchor text is the anchor text you should be using when writing guest
posts and requesting links back to your website. It should: 

make sense 
be relevant to the linked page 
not be used way too much on a page 
not be generic 
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Image  Anchor Text

When an image file is linked, Google will use the text contained in the image's alt
attribute (alt text) as the anchor text.  

Strategy Time
Pre-Plan

First, you will need to decide which pages or blog posts you want to build links to. I
always suggest focusing on geo-pages and any pages already ranking in search
results on pages 2, 3, and 4.  For this you will need to log in to your Google Analytics
dashboard to check which pages are ranking on page 2, 3 etc. 

The backlinks will help you move on up to get to page 1. If you have a great blog post
that needs some love, you can focus on that, too. Next, decide on the focus keyword
for that backlink. Most likely, it’s the target keyword for that page. 

BACKLINK WORKSHEET  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VhxM9WC-_1Z15pKs8zYJcad7mOCxbup32AEVbWm_arA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VhxM9WC-_1Z15pKs8zYJcad7mOCxbup32AEVbWm_arA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1e9UxBs2Zyxd4hyHpHlngAZ5JMmERa-ei-fxt3N7bSY0/edit?usp=sharing
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#1 - Spy on Your Competition 

This is an excellent method for building the online citations that we
discussed. First, you can use websites or tools like White Spark or
SEM Rush to see where your competition is getting their links from,
 then you list yourself in those directories and/or pursue blog post
features where they were featured.  

So, if you’re a wedding photographer, and you see your competitor
featured on Green Wedding Shoes, for example, that should be on
your list of places to pitch to. 

5 Ways to Get Backlinks  
For Your Business 

#2 - Broken Link Method 

This is my least favorite method, as it is super time consuming, but if you have
an intern, this could be great for them to work on. As per Ahrefs: 

“Broken link building is a tactic whereby you find a broken (dead) link, recreate
the dead content, then tell anyone linking to the dead resource to instead link
to your recreated content.” 

It works because nobody wants dead links on his or her website; they
contribute to a poor user experience. 

So when you tell people about broken links on their site, they’ll happily replace
them with working ones. (Or, at least, that’s the idea!) 

This takes a lot of work. It requires for you to find pages with broken links
using your targeted keywords and then to email the webmaster to say you
have a blog post on the same topic that they can link to. Ahrefs’ blog article
goes into full detail if you wish to learn more about this method. 
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https://ahrefs.com/blog/broken-link-building/
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For me, this would be: 
diyseo/get found with fuse/feuza reis - getfoundwithfuse.com - twitter.com -
facebook.com - google.com 

Go to Google and type a search query like this below. 

ple, that should be on your list of places to pitch to. 

Instead, I recommend you look for the unlinked brand mention.  Do a scan of
your brand, name, and website to see if anyone has mentioned you online but
not linked back to you. 

(keyword)/(brand name)/(person name) - (yourwebsite) - twitter.com -
facebook.com - google.com 

Next, I would go through the results and see if anyone did not link to me. I would
contact the website owner and kindly request the link. I would say how excited I am
to see I was mentioned and ask if it is possible for him/her would link back to my
website. I would be sure to feature their post on social media and on my
newsletter. The best way to track your mentions in the near future is to create a
Google Alert for your name and business name.  
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#3 - Guest Posts 

I feel this is the easiest method because many of you creative
entrepreneurs already have a list of places where you can
submit a wedding, photo feature or guest post idea. So, I want
to challenge you to take it to another level by really thinking
outside the box. Connect with parallel industries to exchange
tips, find local network groups for guest post exchanges, and
start pitching to new websites for features. For example, our
made up wedding planner could exchange guest posts with
our made up vintage floral shop. *The Honeybook community
is a great place to submit a guest post too. 

Even if you don’t own your own studio or commercial space, you can still host a
local event.  Here are some event ideas you can use: 

When speaking of local SEO, hosting a local event can do
wonders. After all, the community and local news might want
to feature this on their website and to their fans. This creates
that local link-building power that Google loves. Plus these
types of websites usually have superior quality scores and
features. 

Host a charity event giving back to the community 
A networking luncheon 
Launch party for your new space or a product 
Seasonal events 
Promote your services event - showcase your service as a trial for potential new
clients 

#4 Host a Local Event
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The first thing you want to do is create a blog post or page with the event details. I
would do a page. Your URL should be:  http://www.MyWebsite.com/my-event-name

This way Google will capture the info and recognize it is a local event. Include date,
time, directions, location, calls to action, photos and event schema. Be sure to use
keywords surrounding what the event is about and optimize the page titles and
description. Even if you are using a third-party service like Eventbrite, you can still
embed the info on your website. 

 
Craigslist Events 
Eventbrite.com 

Meetup.com 
Eventful.com 

Facebook Events 
Events.org 

Eventsnearhere.com 
 
 
 
 

Secondly, start creating some buzz on social media and of
course create an event on Facebook. And don't forget to add a
Google Post every week for your event before the event takes
place.  

                 Thirdly, write a simple press release about your event and email your
local press and community. Next, look for online groups like Reddit, meetup.com,
Facebook groups and even forums. Here is a list of top places you can submit your
event to. 

                 Hot Tip: To check where you can submit your
event near you just type the following in Google to pull up
a list of local places you can submit your event to.       city
inurl:event inurl:submit  
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After the Event.  

Blog about the event details with a summary and follow up to see if guests blogged
about the event as well. If they did, then mention them on social media in places
like Instagram Stories, Twitter, and your Facebook Page. 

#5 Sponsor a Local Event

This one is new territory for me. I have seen some businesses even sponsor
scholarships for this reason, but my favorite lately has been sponsoring a
meetup.com local event. This will require some investment, but it’s worth it. You
can sign up to Meetup.com and find some local groups to join. Then contact the
Group Organizer and see if they are accepting sponsorships at this time and how
does it work. 

#6  Sponsor an Influencer

I know Instagram Influencers are so hot right now,
and many brands are paying for an influencer to
do an IG post or IG stories about them, but for
me, it’s all about that backlink. Try finding
influencers within your budget, and in the
negotiating terms ask for a blog post mention in
addition to (or instead of) the IG mention. The
backlink is worth it. 

#7 Write Testimonials

Can you think of any websites, tools or resources that you’ve
used for your business (or even your life) that you can write a
great testimonial to? Businesses like me are always looking for
client testimonials and case studies to feature on their website.
So, why not write a lovely testimonial email and perhaps you can
get someone to use it and link back to you. This is an easy tactic
that you should definitely try. 
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#8 Speak at a Local Event

Many organizations such as business, sports, and even blogging groups are always
looking for great speakers for their meetups. I am lucky to live in South Florida,
which has some great groups like Tuesday's Together and the Blogger's Union, and
I have had the privilege of speaking at both. The cool thing is that they usually will
do a pre-event blog post and a post-event one. So check out some local groups
where you can perhaps teach a class or speak about your work. 

Our made-up family photographer could speak at a local mom group on how to
take better photos of your kids or why photography is important. Our wedding
planner can check out event organizations like N.A.C.E, ABC or I.S.E.S.

#9 Public Relations. I love PR

There is a lot that can be said about PR, but I want to touch upon 2 points for local
SEO. 

- You need to start your local press list like right now. Open up a Google
Sheet and call it Local Media. There, you will write out the following headers
for your columns: 

Outlet (Website)  Email Submission URL

You can also add a column for a phone number and a notes area. Now you will fill
in as many news outlets that you know of. Include local papers, local blogs, and
local TV. Think of the morning shows on your local NBC, ABC, and CBS. 
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Next, visit their websites and check for a form or email to submit news stories. This
is usually on their about page or all the way down in the footer. 

After that, find some of these journalists on Twitter and start a new Twitter list
called Press. Make the list private. 

Finally, look for more journalists by Googling your topic and see who has written
about it — ideally, locally. Save their information as well. 

Now you have a local media pitch list. It’s time to start sending out  
at least one press release per quarter. 

HARO. Help a Reporter Out
Action #2 is to sign up to Haro if you have not. Haro is a place where journalists,
authors, and bloggers are looking for tips and people to mention in their articles or
book. 

 Many people that do sign up fail to actually keep up with it. It may feel
overwhelming because they email you 3 times a day, five days a week, but you can
also check on their website for keywords. So you can skip the email sorting, and only
look online once a week, or at least once every two weeks. 

Search for your topics and see if you can reply. Now, the big mistake here is to focus
on your main keyword only. As an example, let’s say I am the wedding florist, and I
only look up the keyword “wedding flowers”. I am in the wedding industry, so I
shouldn’t ignore anything wedding related because I may have a tip and can help
answer the PR query.  

Secondly, I am a mom and woman, so I can certainly look up topics related to
parenting, being a woman and being married. The idea is that you are mentioned as
an expert. I recently got the company I work for a link by answering a query about
the worst ad ideas I had seen. Yes, I work for a marketing company, but my reply was
strictly based on personal opinion. And we got a link, baby! 
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Internal links are when you link to your own pages on your website. This is a great
practice when blogging. You can link to a previous blog post, a service page, about
page or to portfolio pages. The most important thing here is to make sure that you
are using appropriate anchor text when you do link to yourself. Watch bonus video
below. 

#10 Build Internal Links
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Final Thoughts

Local SEO consists more or less of 3 phases. The first phase is correcting any NAP
inconsistencies, the second phase is making any necessary website changes, and
the last phase is building links. SEO is a labor-intensive process, but once you have
to build your foundation, it is just a matter of maintaining and checking your
results. 

Internal Links

https://youtu.be/PYDZL--Txnc


Backlink Checklist
Check how many backlinks you currently have 

If  you want to str ive in the local  SEO arena,  you can not
ignore backl inks.    

Check on your competitors to see where you can get a backlink from 

Sign up to Haro for free 

Check out Just Reach Out ( another PR pitching place) 

Plan to host a local event in the next 6-9 Months 

Go back through the top 10 blog posts and check on internal linking

and anchor text 

Create a press spreadsheet including the bonus template 

Go back to places you received a backlink from and ask if the anchor

text could be updated 

Create a press spreadsheet similar to the template example 

Make backlinking part of your workflow. Decide what are the 2

strategies you will work on in the next 2 months 



Resourc e  Page
Moz Local

Search Engine Land

Google My Business

Google Alert 

Whitespark 

Bright Local 

Screaming Frog 

Moz Citation Category

SEM Rush 

Google Keyword Planner

Seo Small Tools 

Tripadvisor SEO

Review Handout

Yoast SEO Plugin

Whitespark Citation
Building

Flagging Reviews 

WP SEO Schema 

Google Search Console

Haro

Open Site Explorer 

Higher Visibility

Backlinko Ahrefs
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https://moz.com/local/search
https://searchengineland.com/google-my-business-qa-what-you-may-be-missing-299177
https://business.google.com/locations
https://www.google.com/alerts?
https://whitespark.ca/citation-building-submission-service/
https://www.brightlocal.com/learn/local-consumer-review-survey/
https://www.screamingfrog.co.uk/seo-spider/
https://moz.com/learn/seo/citations-by-category
https://www.semrush.com/
https://adwords.google.com/home/tools/keyword-planner/
https://smallseotools.com/
https://www.tripadvisor.com/TripAdvisorInsights/w735
https://whitespark.ca/review-handout-generator/
https://yoast.com/wordpress/plugins/seo/
https://whitespark.ca/citation-building-submission-service/
https://support.google.com/business/answer/4596773
https://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-seo-structured-data-schema/
https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/home?hl=en
https://www.helpareporter.com/
https://moz.com/researchtools/ose/
https://www.highervisibility.com/blog/seo-guidelines-sponsored-content-vs-ecommerce-partnerships-vs-partner-links/
https://backlinko.com/backlinks-guide
https://ahrefs.com/blog/broken-link-building/


If you have enjoyed this E-book. I would
love to hear what you have learned.  Feel
free to share on social media using the

hashtag #fuselocal . You can also use this
hashtag to ask any pending questions you

may have. #tagme 

Like what you see?

www.getfoundwithfuse.com 

LET'S CHAT! 
IG- www.instagram.com/getfoundwithfuse 

FB- www.bit.ly/fbfuse 

http://www.getfoundwithfuse.com/

